### Week 8 - Qualifying Teams

#### RAIDER ROOKIE
- 25% Off
- Accrual World
- **Burn to Earn Chimy's - Week 8 Winner**
  - Cloudy With a Chance of Muscles
  - Die Lard
  - Fit4Tacos
  - I Was Told There'd Be Cake
  - Losers
  - Margarita Alliance
  - Three's Company
  - Tumbleweeds

#### RAIDER POWER
- Down-a-ton Abbey
- Drop It Like It's Hot
- **Game of Tones - Week 8 Winner**
  - HIIT to TOP
  - My Body of Ruins
  - Tech Tri-ing Harder
  - Thick and Tired

#### RAIDER WARRIOR
- Biotic Women
- Simba Told Me To Mufasa
- Thighsman Trophies
- **All Raider Warrior Teams have already won a weekly drawing**